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(Best way to Nano coat and vacuum is best way  ...  , M field capture of plastic, , About 

taking all parts of the body with you into space, Explains the 3 layers manifesting the 

physicality of the Creator, Don't use CH3 Gans for people with cancer it grows, The 

soul structure is the interaction of fields,  The STM, STP, and the soul of Universal 

Community 3 layers interact to confirm physicality of the Creator,   Which part of the 

brain you have already thought the whole length of the joke and the end of the 

discussion before you even open your mouth, Talks about how speech is formed 

through the brain or the soul, Do we speak to all parts of the body so that we can take 

them with and not leave them in different parts of the universe, When we die do we take 

our consciousness with us -- it's part of the knowledge of who we are, Going to space is 

as natural as being born it's a joyful time,  Cu motors are like Cu Gans in muscles holds 

us to earth, Christianity and Mithraism and the 3 Wiseman from Iran, Is the physical life 

which is tangible to us actually real, The body lying down with chakras forms 

spaceship,    ) 

 

(:06). I hear a lot of people saying, I don't understand this or that. Today we'll answer 

some questions and go on with the teachings.  (:08). John why did you imprison your 

flying machine. I unchained it so it's not stuck to the ground anymore.  Q: A spacecraft 

big enough to carry 100 people 1 day and then 25 people the next day? It's still possible 

but you'll still have 100 seats, you have 75 seats free. Q: Can't you shrink it in size? Yes 

you can do that. KF in space system shortly in the coming time will be ?? space 

program flights  (:10). As I told you I am designing the KF commercial ??, they've been 

settled now. I'll be totally focused on space developments and flight in conjunction with 

governments. 21   

 

(:16).  ..  (:18).  (looking for Chinese system pictures.) ..  (:20). John show us your ?? 

reactor, is it flying yet? Q: What's happening is we are getting a lot of vibration like it's 

ready to do something. It's clear that it needs to build up the fields, because every time 

we interact with it, like when we go in and measure the strength in the morning, it 

almost like we have to start over, it needs to be left alone. Ah ... this is what happens at 

the sunrise and sunset. It's easier not to come close to it, it builds up and then it dies off, 

in the day time and night. Q: It's like our bodies drain the system. You have to stay 

away from it. Q: We are definitely getting a lot of build up of energy if we leave it 

alone. Yeah, but I think you have to increase one of your materials in your outer core 

and you should see flight, because these vibrations come due to fields trying to balance 

each other.   (:22). Q: In one of the teachings with the Cup of Life you brought up about 

the N coating process, you said that perhaps some of the people are doing the N coating 

process to its ultimate capability by doing the 1 caustic bath, is there more that we are 

missing in the n coating that you would like to expand on? Not really. How you N coat 

any material, I call it determination and patience, and if you  have the patience you 

achieve a lot. If you don't have the patience and you just want to see something black 

then you don't achieve much. Many of the KF people are impatient, they have to have it 

black and then let's go that's it. ...  to get a perfect Gans from a N coat needs patience, 

time. N coating is a black hole, that's why it's black. Do you know how many millions 

of years it take the U to create 1 black hole.  (:24). .. I explained in the teaching this 

week, take your time and let it grow, let it grow. And this (coating) becomes like a 

powder, you can see through the gaps, it's a fluffy thing. And what you do, you 

wipe this out, and throw it aside, this is no good, this is the first layers. It's like I 

explained in the teachings, it's like a dirt on the mirror when you cook a meat that 



comes out. These are the beautiful N layers,  (? the lower layers), you can work 

within this section. Even the Gans of the fluffy layer is different then the Gans of 

the lower layers. To get this fluffiness usually takes me a month or 2. You need to 

have the patience of God if you want to achieve miracles. A lot of you are happy 

with something black and I put it there it turns white and I call it a CO2. the color 

change from black to white has become the fascination of these teachings. You don't 

listen to the extent of it, you don't understand, what difference does it make. How 

beautiful it would be to be done this way.  (:26). The whole process of N coating is 

being as patience as God has been, you get beautiful .. you can do miracles. You make a 

N coating and then you make a Gans, and let's say you need a 100 grams of Gans I can 

do the same thing with 10 grams (of this kind of Gans). You hardly achieve progress 

sometimes because your Gans isn't mature Gans, whereas I work and I achieve. ... .... 

Because a lot of people wanted to make money out of it and it didn't work because they 

don't understand. What do you want to do and what do you expect? I have seen put 

caustic materials in a pressure cooker. It's a waste of time throw it to the wall. Anyone 

making N materials using pressure cookers, you see some effect,  (:28). but it means 

you haven't understood, go back to a chef. N coating needs space and time to grow, how 

can it do it when you put pressure on it in a pressure cooker. Just because it goes black 

and is shinny, you think it's very good quality. My ofot, the left and the right they don't 

work. It means 90% of the people who do these things it means that they have not 

understood. One of the KF research, it looks like a cooking class, they got pots and pots 

and they don't understand that you can't make N material with a pressure cooker. ... You 

have a material here which is getting pressurized back on itself, how can you get this (N 

layers) ?? mess from it. You see the top layer and then you let it cool, you can't do the 

job, you sealed it, you closed it. ...  our people themselves in the KF don't understand 

these things. I'll show you pictures, it's wrong, but what do you expect to produce from 

this material.   (:30).  ...  (:32). Shows the Chinese reactor. This belt has 36 or 32 

revolving balls each one, as they are rotating on their axis, they are rotating fast around 

the system too. But inside this system there are other mechanisms set up that will pull 

this back and forth. By creating these base units to create separation between the earth 

and the system we have locked this in very nicely, so if I could expand this to say 

somewhere here, I create a MG field flat, which means the passengers can walk into this 

space. You control your size. The Iranian space reactors were very hard to control this 

way. Once we achieved certain parameters we could reduce it or whatever, the Chinese 

system is much more flexible and it has characteristics that always, it doesn't matter 

where you put it, the condition is determined here. If we could expand these legs and 

move it up and down, we just make a dome for hundreds of people in it.  (:34). We can 

expand and contract, and you control it from inside. Q: Is the captain of the SS the one 

to decide on the size of the SS or can the collective field of the passengers allow for a 

bigger ship? ... It's the captain. We talked about it last week, if you have a hundred 

captains in the back can they collectively override the captain in the cockpit. No, they 

can't do so. You'll see this is part of the parameters set up.   (:36). Q: For higher speeds, 

10 times the speed of light, since there are a lot of friction between magnetic reactors, 

would we have a problem with heat, or like with cooling coils you showed in your other 

reactors? No there is no such a thing. ...  That's totally different, that's an old fashioned 

system, we have gone into non-motor systems. Q: There wouldn't be friction between M 

fields? The system drains itself. When you have your system there is an up flow 

chimney effect, and then you have a down flow, with the space systems that you built 

up to now. You don't have any control.  (:38). As they come in they build up. .. now we 

can control this and expand it. So there is not much field left to interact inside the 



system, you blow it out or you capture it in. These interaction in here are a small 

amount like what we have in our atmosphere. It's not just a wind that you feel. There is 

a M field flow. We look through the daylight. there are trillions lines of fields between 

you and the next building, G pull fields, M fields of the earth, the Inertial field forces. 

But we got use to them, we adapted ourselves to be able to move within it without 

effecting us as such. The space of this planet is not just the space and the lights, even 

the lights are on the M fields. Do you think the fields just pass somewhere, you got a G 

and it goes through us, it is within us. It doesn't create heat, partially it does but  (:40). 

it's very minimal compared to our other parts. The fields are continuously in every 

direction and every position but they don't create heat as such. I hope to start the 

research in space with the Iranian government pretty soon, and (cut off ) ...  

 (:42).  ...   

I am getting back involved with the space program, Iran included our aim is to unify the 

space program. They don't want me to mention that, we are fully monitored. .. These 

parameters are ??  (:44). We hope to have the Americans on board with us soon and 

some other nations. Any other questions. ...  (:46). Q: One Iranian who researched your 

work from the beginning, he mentioned that if we know the molecular structure of 

plastic we can make a magnet for plastic, could we use such magnets to clean our 

oceans from micro plastics? ... Years ago there is a video where I use 2 magnets to 

attract plastic. What we call plastic, we can make the M field of it, this is part of the 

achievements of the KF, in the coming time when I go into space research I will release 

the M fields for the capture of plastic.  (:48). ... You have  a C-H bond in plastic, in 

some cases we have seen Nitrogen, there are a chain of connections. Mainly we work on 

this. There is a way the same as what you did with the Cu and N coated Zn, in which 

you created the C here (middle), which you extracted the C from the environment. The 

C in the plastic has a specific characteristics, in the same way we can produce a field 

which matches only the C of the C-H bond of the plastic. We will release massive 

amounts of C and H into space, we'll see a massive increase in water levels. In systems 

that we developed for this we have seen the water levels rise quite rapidly. .. It's one of 

the easiest things to do to get rid of the plastics in the oceans.  (:50). ... All plastics have 

a specific strength C with them. In the CO2 box we produced the MG field of the C, we 

can also do this for the C-H in plastic. All you need to do is to create the Gans of this 

plastic and you can clean up the planet in no time. You want this plastic to be opened 

up, eliminated, extracted then make a Gans of it. ...  I referred to this before, it can cause 

other problems. Now I open a Pandora's Box. Go back toe the Coke bottle ... if we have 

found a way to dissolve the plastic in the Coke bottle, then you already have the answer. 

But K Seekers don't see it. We have already managed to open the plastic up.  (:52). 

Make a caustic of the plastic that you want, make a Gans of it, then you know what to 

do with it. ... You make a water bottle and give it 12 months for the water to be drunk, 

then take the bottle away ??? Dating it, because in this plastic we can embed plastic 

which we can recall the system. Or in the coming time there is a system ... we throw our 

plastic in the boxes. We make an opening in the box, then there is nothing left in the 

box it's just a ?? gas to the atmosphere. We have already shown this, I don't understand 

how K Seekers don't look. We always said, in the Coke bottle the neck and the little 

knob in the bottom disappeared, because we take the H to create Deuterium, Tritium 

and   (:54). H atomic. So the C is moved. But how do you open the C, Imack did a test 

and said the C is ??? here. So it's very easy to understand the process, it's been done. 

These are things I'll get drastically involved in, in the next few months now that I am 

handing over everything to the KF management team. There is a lot of agricultural 

cleanup ...  Rick says he discussed about mushrooms to clean up plastics. Mr. Keshe 



says you use the Pl T the way we have shown it. Rick wants to combine it ...  Mr. Keshe 

says, if you do it properly you can fly over these islands of plastic  (:56). and just 

convert them to H. You'll also capture a lot of CO2, and Gans' and fish will grow much 

faster. ..  Rick shows Wiki, Polymer Degradation, opens up on a Polymer, large 

molecules are repeated subunits ...  (:58). Anything which stretches has a polymer 

structure in it, because ?? it can pull itself. If you look at all the polymers, plastic, nylon, 

or the plastic they use for bottles and bags, it is part of it. I have studied this polymer, 

plastic business for years, . It all has a C-H bond and the different combinations of this 

C-H gives you the polymer. If you can make a MG field, which you already know how 

to do with the Gans' once you disable this one, the whole thing falls apart. We already 

know the T, we have already produced it, we did the Coke bottle. As K Seekers you 

have the knowledge to make plasmatic M field of any element in the U. If you go back 

to some of the teachings, you can remove pieces from your body. If you have a piece of 

shrapnel in your body you can remove it without any operation, it's been done. You 

make a MG field of that element. (1:00). Why do we ask in the cancer processes with 

the space T we don't look at all these little things have gone into your immune system, 

this is up or down, etc. we don't look for those small things, we go for which material 

(element) has increased in the body and we see where it sits and what is the cause of the 

cancer and we can remove it. ... plastic is the easiest conversion after H. ... Caroline 

chopped 2 kgs of Coke bottles for H for the flight systems. Once you break one of the 

bonds it's over the whole thing falls apart.  (1:02).  .. we go back to the basics. You need 

maybe 50 grams of caustic, get some plastic the one you want to extract, you put some 

caustic and hot water on it. What are you going to get? Some H and C, it's a technique 

for breaking down plastic. Now we have a material. A Gans of plastic.  (1:04). Now you 

place your Gans of plastic .. draws 2 reactors, "Bob's your uncle" You put a bottle here, 

you extract and create the fields of it, and then you can do it. Put a submarine at the 

bottom of the sea and the plastic on top of it., one up here. ... The problem is we moan 

about the plastic and people collect it to make money from it. In Africa people search 

for plastic in every bin because it's money. .. Rick says, tiny Nano plastic is in every 

drop of ocean water, how to deal with the entire ocean. We have gone too far with it.  

(1:06). In the 1980's plastic bags appeared in the market in a massive way and until that 

time everything was paper bags. When it came into the market we saw problems at that 

time, I used to have a packaging company in England. We could see that this thing 

doesn't get destroyed, it was good for packaging company like ours, because a paper 

bag was used, thrown away and there was a next one. With the plastic bag they used 

them again and again so I couldn't sell more. I looked at how we can get rid of these 

plastics. When you use specific fields you can open up the C on it. But there is a very 

big problem with these polymers some of them are at the strength of the protein, the C 

bond.  Q: Alzar interrupts and takes the question in another direction. The N coating 

video done by Armand, he told to soak the cu in caustic for 24 hours, that's how we 

learned so what is the kitchen soup?   (1:08). Armand you better explain. He is born in 7 

months, everything has to be quick. ... When I do the N coating, I leave it there, the 

steaming process is a different process for expansion, it's not for making N coating. 

It's 2 different processes. We don't put under pressure. Steam processing is very 

different then what you call pressurized system. When you steam it, you allow it, it 

grows but you don't steam it in a pressure cooker. Q: Mr. Keshe if you put the Zn in 

caustic for a month you don't have any Zn left. No, no you don't put it in it for that long. 

Q: How many days? If you do it properly it just grows. (you were talking about Cu not 

Zn). Q: how long do you put it in the caustic.... if you put Al in Caustic in 1 minute it's 

gone.  (1:10). Armand says, if you go to the video it says at least 24 hours. Some people 



can do it fast, at least you can leave it in the water for 24 hours, then take it out. Shows 

the pressure cookers, this is wrong but many people do this. Because you destroy, you 

pressurize back into the layers you made, you want to make it as spongy as possible, 

open it up. Rick says, but without any air in between the layers, you don't want it too 

spongy, right, like when it flakes off, like some of the fire coating?  It just grows up 

naturally, layers build up. Rick, says, you say pressure would not be good like what we 

see with the pressure cooker and that makes sense. So would a partial vacuum condition 

be more enticing to those N layers? It is one of the absolute best ways to make N 

coating. I used to do it in Belgium in the lab. It creates a very different structure and I 

taught this in one of the private teachings and the Russian government scientists 

understood and they used it.  (1:12). It has a specific application. Rick asks, would you 

have to keep that under vacuum conditions for it to keep its properties, would it collapse 

under the normal atmospheric ? When we used to do tests in Belgium we had access to 

one of the most advanced vacuum systems, we used to create vacuum above the vacuum 

condition in the space, much deeper. We used to test this, I tested the N coating even 

under the vacuum condition, it's very different. The Gans' you get from it is totally 

different. Let's put it this way, if you take one of the N structures of your Cu, it gives 

you the energy of let say 100, and if take the same in a vacuum it gives you a million. 

Even the space of the fields opens up, that is the reason for it. This kind of vacuum N 

coating is used in some of the most expensive motor bike glasses, the different shades 

of glasses, what they do is they put the glass in a vacuum chamber and bombard it with 

Nitrogen gases which creates a lot of indentations in the glass and then they bombard it 

with H or different colors that they want to create that shade. We tested this, we took the 

H from the,  (1:14). or what do you call it, N particles from the matter. A lot of research 

has been done this way, I used to show it, it's in one of the boxes in the lab. We went 

testing into ceramics, how far we can touch into ceramic, we bombarded with Nitrogen 

because it's a big atom and then we released Nano materials to settle in it. It creates 

space colors they're not normal colors you see. ... You need a vacuum. The Russians 

have taken this further (with vacuum) because I had to go to the authorities to explain 

how the Russians have used my T to do what they have done. Because they used it to 

change materials worth pennies into thousands of dollars literally with no cost. They 

understood my work, I ?? writing with them, I don't disclose, the Russian in the space T 

N materials are very advanced. The machine we used was made in Ukraine, it was the 

Russian system. The Americans can't even touch it yet. ??  Q: So N coating is just like 

raising a baby, you don't stretch its legs and head to get it to grow fast, you just nurture 

it and feed it and it takes 18 years until it comes 6 foot 5. No, no .. definitely you're a 

woman and a mother.  (1:16). It doesn't take that long. You create a space gap that it can 

expand into its environment and the higher the strength fields opens up. This is what it 

means. I always said, that if the space doesn't exist, the fields, the solar system can't 

expand into it. It can (only) expand as much as the other fields allow it. When you put a 

gas in a room the shape of the room dictates the shape that the volume of the gas is 

going to take. In the Pl T the shape of the Pl is dictated by the fields around it, not it's 

containment. That's why when you have a Gans it passes the wall of the ball. If you put 

a gas in a ball, the walls, that's its limitation. Whereas with the Pl you pass through it. 

The only containment of it are others fields that are stronger or weaker from it. It's the 

lack of understanding of the knowledge. When you create a Nano particle, how much 

room you give it to expand, that single N particle can become a solar system. If you 

allow the fields of it to open, in weak fields. It's part of the space T deep space ?? team. 

I said in one of my teachings, 1 atom of H can cover a solar system or a U.  (1:18). 

There is nothing to hold its fields, there is no boundary to it, whereas the Gas state, the 



shape of the container holds it, it can't penetrate beyond it, but the Pl penetrates through 

its containment, that's why we can see flight, that's why we can see day and night 

because the physical boundary of the earth doesn't trap the MG field of the planet. It's a 

matter state, it's much weaker, it just goes through it. I always referred to the MG of a Pl 

reduces in strength then it becomes matter state, because if it was higher the MG field of 

the earth could not pass through it to create its position in the, back to the sun or its 

rotation. It's very simple, but the knowledge is not understood so it creates mayhem. If 

you have a N material you can allow it to grow then you create a field for it.  Q: I would 

like to ask about the containment of the field of the Gans of CH3, from Dr. Rodrigo's 

presentation that people with growing tumors  (1:20). should avoid the fields of CH3 

otherwise it will feed the tumor. So what is the safe way to keep the Gans of CH3 if we 

have it our apartment? No, you see you have to understand what it means, the CH3 is 

every part of your life. Your body is made of it and functions through it. You have to 

understand what it means, you don't throw away your CH3, the CH3 should not be used 

inside of a system which is used for cancer. Q: So not to use in patches or reactors? No 

way, because you provide the C14 and C12 to it. Q: Recently we removed several liters 

of CH3 Gans from our apartment?  It's totally irrelevant, because these are plasmas but 

it takes them if it needs them. The CH3 in a Gans state is the plasmatic state of the U. 

When you connect it with an AA like in a patch, then yes you locked it in. But we live 

in it, everything we touch which breaths ?? in it, from the plants to the animals to 

everything else. If that were the case the spiders in the house should be the size of the 

dinosaurs.  (1:22). You have to understand the totality of the knowledge. The tumor 

grows for a specific reason, what is feeding it and why the space of the body allows that 

space for it to grow into. How come it dictates the size and shape of our bones for our 

life. It doesn't do anything, it doesn't allow it to grow. You have to understand how 

things grow in the body. ... I seek the knowledge of U matter state is very easy. 

Somebody once asked where do you go to the school to learn all this, I said I go to the 

school of the U, I am still a student. The master of the knowledge is the Creator. Any 

other question. Q: You go to the class of the U, Can I come with you? We don't allow 

woman. You have to speak to God He is a man. Sorry about that. No it's understanding 

the work of the U, it's not easy,  (1:24). you have to be independent and very open to 

knowledge. Thank you, I understand.  Q: Arnold talks (unclear). Sandor is storing his 

Gans ?? some kind of way. I store my Gans by connecting them in a ?? rotation. I saw 

his room I think it is effecting his neck in a bad way. Maybe you can say something 

about that? No I passed it on to the doctors, I keep myself away from this discussion 

because the knowledgeable medical people are handling this case. ..    (1:26). ...   

Q: How can we recognize a Gans as M or G what about the Mg Gans? Every Gans is 

both M and G, it depends on strength in respect to its position and as soon as the K 

Seekers learn this we have jumped a big hurdle. You can change a flow of the fields 

towards you from M it depends how, which fields you position. I thought there would 

be a lot of questions about the soul.  Q: What is the structure of the soul?   ... The soul 

structure is the interaction of the fields,  (1:28). and what density and what strength they 

interact with each other. It's not a house, it doesn't have a control or computerized 

system running. I'll put a very interesting question to you and maybe it will direct you to 

a certain path. You sit and you start a conversation and you speak, this is a question to 

the K Seekers and if you find this it's the answer to a lot of things. Let's say you want to 

tell a joke or to describe something, what makes you, which part of your brain, and in 

interaction with which part of the fields of the body decides on the words and on the 

conclusion of the joke, decides on the path, on the words you are going to use, decides 

on everything in that conversation. And which part of your conversation you decide to 



insult,  (1:30). or to be cheerful, loveable, or a brute, that in the mind of the man the 

position, shape, color, sound and the pattern of the voice which comes out of the body 

transfers all that emotion in a sequential way that makes sense to somebody else. The 

question is where and which part of the brain you have already thought the whole length 

of the joke and the end of the discussion before you even open your mouth. Do you 

actually go and repeat that this is the sentence I want to say before it comes out of your 

mouth, or does the sequence come out without your even thinking (about it), or do we 

have a part in our body which puts the whole question together and then it releases it 

and it comes out of you because you were expecting an answer. If you understand what 

I am trying to say. How do we make sequential noises with emotions that comes out of 

our mouth, we have trained it, and then you understand what I am telling you. Or does 

the brain put, thinks this is what I want and transfers it to the voice box and the voice 

box puts it in a sequence with the emotion added to it, and you voice good morning, I 

am very sick, or I am very happy, I want to laugh. Did the brain decide or is there a 

structure in the voice box which carries emotion with it, which transfers emotion of the 

soul and the soul of physicality that when it gets (comes out)  (1:32). it's tuned to your 

laugh and shake your hands, or you cry and tears come out. How does the voice, the 

sequential system of this noise connects itself with the emotion and can connect with 

the other emotions of the body. This is part of the teaching of last week which I said, if 

you take the ?? STP inside the STM then you travel with it, but how do you separate 

these, what do you understand from this point? If I shout with the voice at this level 

everybody will panic, but did I make the decision of the shouting, the voice I used in my 

brain or the emotional feeling of the reaction of the people to such a noise is passed to 

the voice box that it creates that emotional voice that it fits to the other peoples emotion. 

Do I already read the soul of the other people that the physicality will behave this way 

and create the noise for it, or do I actually with the emotion of the soul have already 

created that, the noise is something which comes out for them. How do we decide on 

the sequence of the voice which comes out of our mouth. Or do we have a section 

which everything is released it's just a batch work. If man understands this you are 1 

step closer to releasing the STP to be part of the STM. As I said,  (1:34). you make your 

voice to be tearful and the emotion of the tear will come with it. But the words have 

decided this is what this is going to be or is it the emotion has decided on the words. 

What about when we talk without emotion, is it through the soul of physicality or 

through the STM. This is important because when the man decides to become the man 

of space, how and the way he will look will decide and if the shape or say the leg has a 

fear, you travel with the leg left behind, because the feeling of the fear in the leg doesn't 

match the joy of the rest to travel with. Suddenly you get the ?? same butterflies in your 

stomach and the physicality of the stomach stays behind because it did not match the 

structure of the field transfer. Or would we leave different bits of our body in different 

parts of the U, as they go through different emotions as compared with the emotion of 

the STP and the STM. Oh, I left my stomach on planet Zeus and my legs on planet Zed. 

When they feel the strength of my emotions traveling here, they join me, would they?  

(1:36). The question is how and where in our physical body or in the STP we dictate on 

the voices, the noise which comes out of our voice box that creates us the emotion of 

the feeling, with the noise which is made. This is one of the pitfalls of the man who 

wants to travel into space. That you can take all parts with you, and can you speak to all 

parts, to the leg, can you come with me, are you happy with it, Mr. Toe left side would 

you like to come with me. ... but who decides on it. These are parts of what I call, the 

remnants of the fear of the man of his own demise. If the man goes 1 step beyond that 

and he knows that he is controlling everything, in a way he is in charge of totality, man 



can separate  (1:38). or bring the STM into operation of the STP. The question goes 

back, how do you make sentences and attach emotion to it, how and why you expect an 

outcome from emotions in the voice of another person. Or is the soul of you and the 

soul of the person you are talking to, a need to transfer the knowledge of your STP to 

the STP of the other one ?? decide to understand, if I shout, you shout. The souls 

already know the shouting is going to come. Any other question.  Q: The button on the 

end of the bottle, could you please explain? It's the production and failure, compactness. 

Q: Would it have anything ... okay.  It's the end where they inject the plastic in.  (1:40). 

Or it's the side that when they inject in everything comes together. Q: It's not a piece of 

Cu? No, no. It's a hard piece of plastic and I call it a button. ... that nudge we find is the 

second place where (the C) opens up. ... Something very interesting if you have ever 

observed is that N materials cannot be soldered to each other, you can solder 2 materials 

underneath and ?? N materials on top. It's very hard for many ?? parents to see and 

understand this, is that when you have a wound, especially on young skin, then the old 

skin, it heals much faster, why? It's because of the N strong interaction  (1:42). creates 

that, the older we get the field strength goes up, lower and lower strength, and it takes 

longer to interact. If you understand this then when you get a Coke bottle in your hand 

and you make a N .. whatever the parachutes you make N coating on it, when you see 

the tip is gone, when you touch the thickness of the plastic around the bottle in the 

middle, it's very much different then when you started it. So you already start 

converting part of the CH3 bond in that direction. When you start with the plastic at 0.8 

when you finish with the caustic it's 0.04, but we never paid attention to it. Q: As it 

deteriorates? It doesn't deteriorate you convert the C, extract the C. .. Armand says, it 

happens when you put the current on the parachutes. .. it happens in every direction, 

when you put a current to it you create the flow. I never put a current to it I usually just 

connect a wire to it.   (1:44). it creates its own current.  ... if you put a very high current 

to them you see the molten metal inside floating. But it never leaks out, it stays in. You 

see through the whole of the N material, you see the molten metal inside. ....  (1:46).  Q: 

Do we take the consciousness with us in space, the good bad experiences the 

knowingness, awareness?  What do you mean the consciousness. Yes we take 

everything with us. Nothing is left behind. We are a collection of knowledge's which are 

transferred into its recording, this is what we call RNA, or our body carries that 

information. ..  It's part of what we carry.  Q: So when we die is it the same thing? Same 

what thing? Q: when we die do we take our consciousness with?  It's part of the 

knowledge which we take with us. Q: Part of the knowledge of who I am?  Yes. Q: And 

what if we get afraid up there? The same, sorry too late, it's a one way track, as you 

decided before.  Q: Is there any control machine, like here we have the emotions that 

tell us where the danger is  (1:48). and what to do, is there anything like that? It all 

depends, you will learn very soon. We all learn from it and we build on it. Q: So it's a 

natural response for humans to go to space? It is as natural as when you were born from 

the womb of the mother in the water. Q: So no need to be afraid when the time comes? 

Why should we be afraid it'll be a joyful time. I have always said I am ashamed to be in 

the body of the man because it carries too much pain. As I have said, it's a responsibility 

that we have to fulfill. The journey of a man is the habit of the man  ???   

transformation. Q: So we are bigger then what we think ??  Good Morning! Thank you. 

Q: When we are in this body we have this duality, when we receive things like good and 

bad, when we get fearful there is a part of us that says, don't be afraid, we talk ourselves 

into not being fearful but being positive. But at the point of death that duality is taken 

away, so at that point  (1:50). if you are in the fear you are going to enter that world 

with the fear, but if with grace and love you enter with grace and love ... so we have to 



be careful when we leave this body, am I correct? Before you get married when you 

have a girlfriend you never make these kind of mistakes. When you have a partner 

everything is a mistake. We decide what and how we approach things in respect to our 

souls, and nobody else can dictate on it, or decide on it. There is a very big question I 

put it to all of you, is the physical life which is tangible to us, actually real? Or is it a 

collection of energies in which their interaction creates some flows which we call it 

emotions and the rest. But in reality is this physical life real or is it just interaction of 

fields within a given structure? Some time ago I wrote a very simple paragraph about 

the mankind, 'the mankind is kind enough.'  (1:52). or for this kind of man. It's 

somewhere in the text which answers a lot of questions at this point. If you have some 

where ... if you read it, it explains a lot in respect to the soul. The STM and STP and 

respect of the STP and STM and the other souls with ?? us. Do you have it Rick.?  We 

have to know how much we know and how much we ?? share, that by sharing elevates 

the soul of the others, and in that process of your sharing elevates your understanding ?? 

you have elevated another soul, so you need more to elevate more. ... A scientist said, I 

am a specialist in a certain field,  (1:54). but when I listen to Mr. Keshe I realized how 

little I know. 04 

(1:56). Reads:  

.. it means existence of the others who transforms themselves into the shape of the man 

then they live above loving.   (1:58). The other part tells you a lot, because loving and 

being mankind is connection of the STM and the physicality. If you read the first and 

the last it's the connection between the STM and the STP of the universe, the Universal 

Community. Then we ask ourselves, do we understand this transformation and the 

connection between the 2 or the 3. The STP, the STM and the soul of the UC and the 

understanding the totality. Here is the mankind, don't look at it as a woman and a man. .. 

We speak about the interaction of the 3 layers of the fields which leads to the 

manifestation of the physicality. .. is this 3 layers of the fields interaction of the 

physicality, STM and the soul of the UC  (2:00). lead to the manifestation of the 

physicality of the Creator. So are we part of the physical existence of the Creator 

because with this we create the 3 fields which needs in dimension to lead to creation of 

the manifestation of the physicality. The question is if it is, then who is belonging of 

this physicality of the Creator. Why has He manifested Himself in physicality? For 

whom? Is the Creator part of a lover or is created to love itself, to lead to creation of. 

We said the skin is made of the 3 layers whose interaction is something similar, so when 

the STM, STP and soul of the UC of the universe interact, by the same law has to lead 

to confirmation of the existence of physicality, of what except the dimension of the 

creation. So we are part of it. We are one of the layers that through it the confirmation 

of our own soul we confirm the existence of the physicality of the Creator. I made man 

in the image of Myself. Thus the man is part of it. What is in macro is in micro.  (2:02). 

Q: When we put the fields of our soul into our creations do those creations hold those 

fields forever or do they dissipate the fields of the soul. And is it like we are creating a 

child, do we have to put our energy fields in and then nurture it everyday or it wilts on 

the vine? We forever emit fields and forever lives and interaction of our existence leads 

to creation of other lives. Q: So for example our Gans when we put the energy fields of 

our soul into it, they operate in a different way? Of course they do. You see John as I 

wrote to you before, you locked down your reactor.  (2:04). For reasons you understood, 

you didn't want it to escape. Could it be that if you could understand the field forces 

within that system, which is existence dynamic, in interaction of the soul and emotion 

of you which is connected with your soul would you be able to cause it to life off, fly, or 

would you be able to take from it that it comes down. You have given it a point of 



reference with the black reactor, but you haven't actually given it life from the right 

side, from where it comes, where it's a creator of. Are you afraid of that thing flying, 

that you are holding it back? Success is too much. No, no, no. Why did you lock it 

down then? ... ??? you put it on the floor .. that again is another fear, that it might fall. 

Why not I wish it to fly and hover. It will not fall. The problem with these reactors that 

you are building is that they have a dimension of physicality restriction, which is that 

Cu motor. What you were doing some time ago, these balls should float. Very simple, 

give me 5 seconds I'll make any of these balls that you guys have made fly. (2:06). ... by 

putting the energy of your soul in it? In one way, but you have to connect it. You don't 

create the potential difference, or the current flow. ... they are capable to fly but you 

don't want it because .. you don't believe in what you do, how do you expect it to be. 

You don't have the trust in yourself to do. The trust of the success leads to failure. ... 

Listen to the talks of the Iranian reactors, I could dictate the position and direction of the 

flight of the smaller ball fly any where.  (2:08). You have the chain of physicality which 

is the Cu, and that Cu which is the Gans state, creates a field flow and a connection with 

your physicality. It's you who have chained it and you want it to fly. It will not do. If 

you understand that and can make the non-motor system which is getting ??  and still do 

not get it done because ... the perfection leads to the failure. ... some how it doesn't fit 

into our structure. Many physicists and theologist walk away from confirmation of 

existence of the Creator. Why? How many of them we know. If you speak with many 

scientists when they see people of theology or advanced physics, they say, do you 

believe in God. No I don't because I see everything as physical. But when you sit and 

watch the confirmation of physicality leads to confirmation of a system which keeps it 

together, which has to have a condition of creation.   (2:10). The day I can take away the 

fear of failure from mankind he'll fly. You put a doubt into it because it is ingrained to 

you. This is how this planet has chained the man to himself. I give you so much that you 

don't look outside, it's like a lover, I give you everything you want in the house so you 

don't look outside for anything else. You don't need to go to a restaurant, I am a very 

good cook,  I chain you. The love of the soul of this planet has chained the STM to 

itself. The planet doesn't ??  It's the man who has to understand that I still love you, but 

I have to go and see more. I wonder when, if it goes to the planet's demise that it 

releases the STM, it (the soul of the earth) will say that you are my children, go, you are 

free, because if I go you go with me and it's not the way it has to be. Would then you all 

find the freedom to act with your souls in the dimension of physicality. Do we need to 

get to that point, then it goes what kind of man are you? The last man standing, or 

chained to the soul of this planet. We find any excuse but we don't find the key to it, or 

understand the key to it and it's hidden in all sorts of ways.  (2:12). It's  like in the 

Christmas story in the books of the Bible it is written that there were 3 Persian Wiseman 

who brought the gift, because the Catholicism or Christianity was written on the basis of 

the Iranian Zoroastrian faith. The 3 Wiseman brought the 3 gifts, Zoroastrian is 

Mithraism, which all the 3 gifts were for the elevation of the STM through the 

physicality, speak good, do good, think good. These were the 3 gifts, but man has just 

come with the boxes now, the 3 gifts, which was the STP given to the man. When enter 

the Zoroastrian temples or schools in Theran on top of the doors there's a bird with the 

wings and man on one side, it's written Think Good, when you think good you don't ?? 

and this is a gift of life of the STM ?? STP to the STM, instead of waiting for the 3 wise 

men to come, they came but you never understood the message. Rick says, the roots of 

the word good is God as well. ...  (2:14). Q: Alzar tells story, ...  now we have to find 

the 7 billion souls. This is part of the work and for us to understand it, it's part of the 

structure. The process of life is very simple, man separates it and divides it and finds 



every excuse for the divisions, then he runs into problems. Any other question.  (2:16). 

Q: Is there not a phase change in the Cu structure under temperature and pressure? ...  

We have enough confidence to show our own mistakes and not hide it under the carpet, 

that shows our strength and not our weakness. ...   (2:18).  .. we gave the USB stick to 

the governments and they hid it. 

(2:20).  ... you pushed from the bottom with the testimonials and everything else and we 

continued our talks with the governments. The governments know they can't hide the T 

because grassroots has been taught. For people in grassroots know then the governments 

have to do something to keep the people in position. That was a beautiful way to do it. 

10 years of continuous teaching   nonstop...  (2:22). This is what sharing of knowledge 

is. ... This is not Mithraism and Christianity that we have to ?? muzzle it so we can 

control it. Those of you who are familiar with both understand exactly what I am talking 

about. The rulers of Rome believed in Mithraism and God and that had no physicality, 

but people of Rome were worshipping statues but they knew the top guys believe in 

something else. When they found Christianity they brought it in grassroots they wanted 

... now we found something like you lot (the rulers) have, we believe in God, Christ and 

something else the Holy Ghost. Then they had to find a compromise, they brought 

Zoroasterism in the name of Christianity, and that is why we have this mess. Or 

Catholicism. This time we didn't go this way, we taught the grassroots the basic 

fundamentals of the knowledge, the interaction of the knowledge with the STM and we 

told the governors, people know, you have a choice, join in because you are part of it, or 

they take the knowledge to the next step, then you'll have no room to rule. Because all 

these people you see on top as governments, governors, leaders, they all get sick. 

They'll have high BP, like you people at the grassroots.  (2:24). Who helps, what helps, 

the knowledge of the T. Then they become a man. Many people have a problem with 

me interfering and working with the governments, you don't understand, I taught you at 

the grassroots, they have to come to you, and it becomes a peaceful nation. It's One 

Nation, because we are touching the soul of both sides. We didn't choose the 

governments for the man, you chose your own governments, because you need them, 

your taxes go for when you are sick or your children to be educated, you can't do 

everything yourself, so you selected people to do the things and pay for the things to be 

done. But nowadays they have gone a little bit far with different things.  .. I have 

touched the STM at the bottom.  ..       

(2:26).  

(2:28). 

(2:30). Any announcements for the KF will be made by the governments. We are out of 

this scheme. ..   Q: What kind of material is to be used for the Cup of Life for the 14 

members (Core Team), we didn't find a good answer for it. You mean you don't have 

one to copy. .. Q: You spoke about pure Cu and Armand spoke about brass, but it has 

lead in it maybe Mercury. Caroline said she didn't want to use this one and we should 

ask you. ... The Cup of Life which is made for the Core Team,  (2:32). has a structure 

which has a dimension of physicality, and the physical body which is the red muscle 

tissues is Cu, that is why we choose Cu. Anything else you take or do you can make Cu 

wire from anything. We are making Cu wire of a new structure. This new Cup which 

we asked to be made last week is in a different shape or form, but of a different 

material, but it's for a certain purpose.  It takes a long time to produce it, it's not an 

overnight job as I explained in the teaching to produce it. The Cup of Life is made for 

the STM and not the physicality, the ones which are made for the members of the Core 

Team. The same with everything else which goes around with the work of the KF, 

people still look at our work (2:34). it's based on the work of the soul and not the 



physicality.  Q: Is there a relation between Cu and the STM? It's the soul of the 

physicality of the man. Q: Right, but the STM would it discern between Cu or lead or 

other elements, it wouldn't be, maybe registering to the soul in that way, it just sees 

fields. (Jalal says, the STM is the connection, it's the FP. This is also for John). .. I am 

listening to what has got to be said. We make a Cup of Life in another position in the U, 

... for that body in that area or location, that environment has lead to the creation fo life.  

(2:36). And on this planet our muscle tissues are totally based on Cu. Our physicality is 

connected to Cu. A deviation, a split in the strength of Cu leads to existence of the man. 

It's a simple calculation fo the strength of the fields, our Cup of life leads to the life of 

the STP. It's understanding the simplicity of it.  Q: Is Jalal asking how to make a Cup of 

Life?  They asked what it is made of, not how to make it. What is the structure of it. If 

you understand it in a deeper way the C of Life is the body of the man. It's the cup 

which carries the life. But man always wants something tangible that he can connect 

himself with. We are testing new things to be able to bring a new light, a new 

understanding to many of the KF K Seekers.  (2:38). Introduction of new material that 

you start looking at different dimensions and different aspects. The teaching of today, 

very little, but if you understand it very powerful. Hopefully, next week I'll introduce a 

new dimension in teaching. It's more in depth of understanding the soul and more in 

understanding the relationship between the STM and the physicality. More in line with 

.. a lot of you are wishing, or dreaming to see a flying saucer, SS. In a way, is that SS 

the physicality of the man. I'll give you a point, maybe one day I'll come back to it, 

depending on how much you understand, or how much I can be a good teacher and not 

teach you much but let you understand (figure it out) it yourself.   

(2:40). Draws a man, chakras. Draws another lying down. Then which spaceship would 

you like to fly in. If you remember what I said about the Chinese space reactor, we 

decide the extent of the opening and which part of the STM of the physicality of the 

man, decides the expansion of the dimension of your soul. Why do you dream when you 

sleep? Maybe we opened one of the Pandora's Boxes of the man.  (2:42). Q: Can you 

continue please? No, you need to think. .. This is part of understanding the creation of 

the man and he hasn't yet understood this. Now we understand how much more man 

still needs to learn about himself. Happy New to all Iranians across this planet. 

Hopefully the KF will start working with the governments and we'll bring that peace to 

all of us.  

(2:44).  
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